W e selected 264,403 asteroids from the Lowell Observatory catalog (1) that have observational arcs longer than 10 days, and we used the hierarchical clustering method (HCM) (2) to search for groups. The HCM selects groups of orbits in (semimajor axis a, eccentricity e, inclination i, perihelion longitude ;, nodal longitude W) space based on distances between two neighbor orbits. We used the standard definition of distance in (a, e, i) space, various definitions of distance in (;, W) space, and different cut-off values to test the sensitivity of the method on these parameters. One new and two previously known asteroid families were found. The Iannini and Karin clusters, known to be 1 to 5 million years (My) old and ,5.8 My old (3, 4), respectively, showed up as several groups with five to ten members, each representing a small part of the two families that has maintained a coherent distribution of osculating orbits until the present epoch.
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The newly identified family is a group of six 1-to 2.5-km-diameter asteroids, whose orbits are very tightly clustered near the inner main belt of the ,10-km-diameter object 1270 Datura (Table 1) . It is extremely unlikely that such a concentration of orbits is a random fluctuation. The small dispersion of orbits in a, e, and i indicates velocity perturbations dV , 2 m s j1 relative to Datura, except for (89309) 2001VN36, which has dV , 5 m s j1 . These values are comparable to the expected escape speed from a 10-km-diameter asteroid (,5 m s j1 ) and are much smaller than typical asteroid orbital speeds at 2.235 astronomical units (AU) (,20 km s j1 ). Moreover, the size frequency distribution of Datura cluster members, which include one large and numerous small asteroids, is also characteristic of impact-generated debris. Given these results, we propose that the Datura cluster is the remnant of a larger parent asteroid that was disrupted by a collision with a ,km-sized asteroid.
To determine the age of the Datura cluster, t age , we numerically tracked the present orbits of four Datura cluster members backward in time. We did not use (89309) 2001VN36, which is strongly chaotic due to effects of the 9:16 orbital resonance with Mars, nor did we use 2003 SQ168 and 2003 UD112, which have large orbital uncertainties. A total of 840 alternative orbit histories were produced for each of the four asteroids that differed by the starting orbit (chosen randomly within the orbit uncertainty range for each asteroid) and magnitude of Yarkovsky thermal drag (5). We randomly selected one orbital history for each Datura member asteroid and determined t age for this trial by requiring that the dispersion in ; and W at t age corresponds to dV G 5 m s j1 . Such a convergence is expected at the time of the breakup. For comparison, the dispersion of ; and W at the current epoch corresponds to dV , 40 m s j1 . The range of plausible t age values was determined from 10 7 trials. The result shows that the Datura cluster is 450 T 50 thousand years (ky) old (Fig. 1) , considerably younger than other known asteroid families.
Existing color data indicate that 1270 Datura has a taxonomic type within the asteroidal S complex, which is thought to be compositionally related to the ordinary chondrite meteorites. 1270 Datura has a short, ,3.3 hours rotation period, possibly as a result of momentum transfer occurring during the family-forming collision. Based on impact simulations with a hydrodynamic code, we estimate that the disrupted parent body was ,15 km in diameter. Apparently, a substantial fraction of the parent body_s mass was ejected to space as fragments ranging in size down to micrometer-sized dust particles.
The production of these particles implies that the Datura cluster may be a source of some of the material in the circumsolar (zodiacal) dust cloud. Based on the Datura cluster_s inclination (,5.3-), we speculate that it might be the source for the E/F dust band pair discovered by the infrared astronomical satellite (IRAS) in 1983 (6). We estimate that micrometer-sized Datura particles migrate by radiation effects from 2.235 AU to 1 AU in only ,2000 years. Therefore, a wave of micrometersized Datura particles may have reached Earth only a few thousand years after the formation of the Datura cluster. Signs of this event may be found by analyzing tracers of extraterrestrial dust in deep ocean sediments and Antarctic ice cores. VN36 has a displacement in a, e, and sin(i) that is ,3 times larger. All members of the Datura cluster are tightly clustered in ; and W. Absolute magnitudes H were taken from (1) . 
